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Abstract—This paper investigates the survivability of multicast
requests in mixed-graph optical networks, where only a fraction
of the nodes have optical splitting capabilities (sparse-splitting
optical networks). Mixed-graph networks have both bidirectional
and unidirectional connections between their nodes, and they re-
sult due to resource holding of the already established requests. A
new multicast protection heuristic for this category of networks,
is presented and evaluated in terms of the blocking ratio of the
arriving multicast requests. Its performance results are compared
with existing approaches, developed for undirected-graph sparse-
splitting optical networks.

Index Terms—multicasting, survivability, mixed-graph net-
works, sparse-splitting networks, optical networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Optical fiber has prevailed as the medium of choice for
high-speed communications. The main reasons are the huge
amount of bandwidth available on each fiber, as well as its
low bit error rates compared to copper-wire transmission sys-
tems [1]. Bandwidth-intensive multicasting applications such
as high-definition television, video conferencing, interactive
distance learning, live auctions, distributed games, and video-
on-demand are applications that are becoming widely popular
This is due to the fact that they are now feasible because
of the high-capacity and increased capabilities provided by
intelligent Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) optical
networks [2]. These multicasting applications are based on
the calculation of light-trees, utilizing optical splitters in the
network nodes [3].

The vast amount of information that an optical fiber carries,
as well as the amount of information loss in case of a
failure on a light-tree that can affect the traffic to multiple
destinations, have led to the necessity for the development
of efficient multicast protection techniques. These techniques
are developed in order to provide network survivability under
single-link failures, since this is the predominant form of
failure in optical networks. One method to provide protection
in multicast applications is the calculation of twoarc-disjoint

trees. If the first (working or primary) tree fails to transmit
the information due to a single link failure, the information is
transmitted through the second (protectionor secondary) tree.

In practice, optical networks havesparse-splittingrather
than full-splitting capabilities, as not all network nodes are
equipped with optical splitters. The nodes with optical splitters
are then calledmulticast capable (MC)nodes and the rest are
calledmulticast incapable (MI)[3, 4]. The MI nodes may be
Drop-and-Continue(DaC) orDrop-or-Continue(DoC) nodes.
A DaC node can transmit the optical signal to the following
node and can also drop it locally as well, while a DoC node
can either transmit the optical signal to the following node or
drop it locally. Since most of today’s optical networks do not
have DaC MI nodes [5], it is more realistic to assume that
MI nodes are DoC, rather than DaC. Therefore, the current
paper deals with sparse-splitting optical networks with DoC
MI nodes.

The derivation of a pair of arc-disjoint trees in order to
have survivability under single link failures, is realized by the
exploitation of multicast routing heuristic algorithms. Relevant
heuristics for sparse-splitting networks can be found in [5-
6] as well as other sources. To the best of our knowledge,
all of them consider the case of undirected-graph sparse-
splitting networks, i.e., networks where all their connections
are bidirectional. In practice, however, the network must be
modelled as a mixed graph (having both unidirectional and
bidirectional connections between its nodes). There are several
reasons to model the network as a mixed graph: (1) even if
the network is designed to be undirected, when some demands
arrive and hold some of the resources of the network, the
resulting network graph is mixed, therefore the routing for
subsequent demands will be calculated on a mixed-graph
network; (2) when two arc-disjoint trees must be found on
a graph, the secondary tree, after the removal of the primary
one, will be calculated on a mixed graph; (3) it is possible
that certain network nodes can receive information from other
nodes, but they are not able to transmit information to them
due to physical layer impairments.
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Therefore, this work deals with survivability in mixed-
graph sparse-splitting optical networks with DoC MI nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
some of the most important undirected-graph sparse-splitting
multicast routing heuristics are presented, since no relevant
algorithms for the mixed-graph case, exist. Then, in Section
III, a new heuristic algorithm is proposed, that was designed
specifically for mixed-graph sparse-splitting multicast routing.
Its enhanced performance (in terms of the cost of the derived
tree) is shown through an illustrative example. Section IV gives
the general arc-disjoint protection method, and the specific
techniques that result from the combination of it with the exist-
ing and proposed sparse-splitting multicast routing algorithms.
These techniques are evaluated in Section V. Finally, Section
VI gives the concluding remarks and possible directions for
future work.

II. M ULTICAST ROUTING IN NETWORKS WITH SPARSE

SPLITTING CAPABILITY : EXISTING HEURISTIC

ALGORITHMS

As it was stated in the introductory section, no algorithms
for multicast routing inmixed-graphoptical networks, under
the sparse splitting constraint, exist in the literature. Therefore,
algorithms for theundirected-graphcase are presented here.
There are a number of approaches for that case in the literature
that can be found in [7-12], as well other sources. As it
is not possible to compare the proposed solution with all
the heuristics in the literature, a few of the heuristics were
identified that produce the most efficient solutions among
the existing works. These heuristics are presented in this
section and will be the ones that will be compared with
the proposed algorithms for multicast routing in mixed-graph
sparse-splitting optical networks.

A. On-Tree MC Node First (OTMCF) and Nearest MC Node
First (NMCF) Heuristics

The On-Tree MC Node First (OTMCF) and Nearest MC
Node First (NMCF) heuristics algorithms that were created
for DoC networks are presented in [5]. For both heuristics the
following preprocessing takes place.

Initially, a multicast-capable (MC) networkMG is derived
from the original networkG as follows:

1) All the MC nodes in network graphG are included as
its vertex set, sayW .

2) If there is a path between two MC nodes inG, these
two MC nodes are connected inMG.

3) The link cost from nodei to nodej in graphMG is set
to the cost of the minimum-weight path from nodei to
nodej in G, for all i, j ∈W .

Subsequently, theAuxiliary Network Transformation (ANT)
is performed as follows:

1) The MC network graphMG of the original network
graphG is determined.

2) A Steiner tree heuristic is applied to graphMG to
generate a minimum-cost treeTR for multicast session
R.

3) The resulting light-treeT is obtained by substituting
each link, say(i, j), in TR with the corresponding
minimum-cost path from nodei to nodej in G.

Finally, the multicast tree can be derived by the following
two algorithms that utilizeANT:

On-Tree MC node First (OTMCF) Heuristic:This approach
attempts to minimize the cost of an MC tree. An MC tree
is constructed by first including all the MC nodes to which
group members are directly connected, and then expanded as
follows: the MI nodes to which the remaining members are
directly connected join the tree through the nearest on-tree MC
nodes.

Nearest MC node First (NMCF) Heuristic:This approach
attempts to minimize the costs of MI nodes which join the
MC tree. The set of MC nodes used to construct an MC
tree consists of all the MC nodes directly connecting to
the destinations of the group and the MC nodes which are
the nearest to the MI nodes connecting to the remaining
destinations. NMCF expands on-tree MC nodes in such a way
that each MC node nearest to each MI node in the group must
also be on-tree.

B. Cost-Effective Multicasting Using Splitters (MUS) Heuris-
tic

This algorithm is presented in [6] and was also created for
DoC networks. According to a given graphG, an auxiliary
graphG′(M,E′) is created that consists of MC nodes only
(set M ), where the cost of a link inE′ is the cost of the
corresponding shortest path in the original graph. An initial
Steiner treeT is then created that consists of the source node
and the destination nodes that are MC. LetMonTree be the
set of MC destinations, andMremain the set of the rest of the
destinations in a given session. The latter are MI nodes and are
not as of yet connected to the tree. The procedure presented
next is then followed for the connection of theMremain nodes
on the initial treeT .

1) For each node inMremain, find the MC node in
MonTree that it can connect to via the shortest path.

2) Select the shortest path among the corresponding paths
and add it to treeT .

3) If an MC node exists on the shortest path, then the MC
node is added toMonTree.

4) The MI node connected toT is excluded from the set
Mremain.

5) Repeat the above steps untilMremain is an empty set.

MUS is similar to NMCF with two basic improvements
that make it more efficient. The first one is that, after the
addition of a path that connects a MI destination to the tree,
the unconnected MI destinations are checked whether they
can be connected efficiently (i.e., with low cost) through any
MC nodes belonging to this path (whereas NMCF ignores
these nodes). The second one is that, using MUS, the MI
destinations are connected in increasing order according to
the cost of the shortest path between them and the tree, while
in NMCF this is not taken into account.
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III. M ULTICAST ROUTING IN M IXED-GRAPH NETWORKS

WITH SPARSESPLITTING CAPABILITY : PROPOSED

HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

A. Mixed-graph Sparse-splitting Heuristic (MSH)

A new multicast routing algorithm for mixed-graph
sparse-splitting networks, called Mixed-graph Sparse-splitting
Heuristic (MSH), is proposed in this section. For the descrip-
tion of MSH, the following notations are used:

s Source of the multicast request
D Destination set of the multicast request
DMC Set of multicast capable (MC) destinations
DMI Set of multicast incapable (MI) destinations
T Multicast tree
TMC Set consisting ofs and MC nodes belonging to the

current tree
D′

MC Set consisting of MC destinations already added to
the tree

D′
MI Set consisting of MI destinations already added to

the tree
cxy Cost of the shortest path that connects nodesx and

y
pxy Set of arcs and nodes of the shortest path that

connects nodesx andy (it includesx andy)
Tpy Set of arcs and nodes of the path on the Tree that

connectss andy (it includess andy)

Before the application of MSH, the shortest paths between
all pairs of network nodes are calculated using either Dijkstra’s
algorithm [13], or Floyd-Warshall’s [14, 15] or any other
appropriate shortest path algorithm.

MSH consists of the following steps:

1) Split D to DMC andDMI .
2) T = {s}, TMC = {s}, D1 = ø. Repeat next step first

for A = DMC and then forA = DMI .
3) While A 6= ø

a) Find
min

x∈TMC ,y∈A
cxy

b) T ← Tpy.
c) Keep inTMC only s and MC nodes ofTpy.
d) D′′

MC = D′
MC . While D′′

MC 6= ø
i) Find

min
w∈TMC ,z∈D′′

MC

cwz

ii) T ← T + pwz.
iii) Add in TMC the MC nodes ofpwz.
iv) D′′

MC ← D′′
MC − {z}.

e) D′′
MI = D′

MI . While D′′
MI 6= ø

i) Find
min

w∈TMC ,z∈D′′
MI

cwz

ii) T ← T + pwz.
iii) Add in TMC the MC nodes ofpwz.
iv) D′′

MI ← D′′
MI − {z}.

f) If y is MC D′
MC ← D′

MC + {y}
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Fig. 1. Network graph.

ElseD′
MI ← D′

MI + {y}.
g) A← A− {y}.

Explanation of the MSH Heuristic

The MSH heuristic first splits the destinations into MC
and MI. It first adds the MC destinations sequentially (first
repetition of Step3), in increasing order according to the cost
of the path that connects them with the current tree. Since
the network has sparse splitting capability, these paths can
originate either from the source or from a MC node on the tree.
After the addition of all MC destinations, the MI destinations
are added in a similar fashion (second repetition of Step3).
The key characteristic that makes MSH appropriate for mixed-
graph networks is that, after the addition of a destination,
it removes from the tree the already added ones and checks
whether they can be connected in a more cost-efficient way
through the MC nodes that belong to the path of the last added
destination. In more detail, after a (MC or MI) destinationy is
added (Step3a), the path from source toy is kept as the current
tree (Step3b, 3c) and the already added ones are removed and
added again to the tree. The last action is executed first for
the already added MC destinations (Step3d) and then for the
MI ones (Step3e).

Complexity of the MSH Heuristic

Suppose that the network consists ofV nodes and the
multicast request hasD destinations. The MSH heuristic
applies Dijkstra’s algorithm [13] for the already added desti-
nations (complexity is multiplied byD), after the addition of
each destination (complexity is multiplied byD). Therefore,
as Dijkstra’s algorithm has complexity of orderO(V 2), the
complexity of MSH is of orderO(D2V 2).

B. Example of the MSH Heuristic

A mixed-graph network example where the MSH heuristic
algorithm has improved performance compared to the afore-
mentioned existing algorithms is shown in Figures 1-4. In this
example,s is the source node,d1, d2, d3, d4 are the destination
nodes, and square-shaped nodes are the MC nodes.
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In this example, MSH succeeds to connect destinationsd2

andd4 befored1 andd3 respectively. Therefore, the latter are
connected through MC nodesd2 and e, which can lead to a
lower-cost tree compared to the results of the NMCF, OTMCF,
and MUS heuristic algorithms (as illustrated in Figures 2-4).

IV. SURVIVABLE MULTICASTING USING A PAIR OF

ARC-DISJOINT TREES

For the case of a single link failure, two Link-Disjoint Trees
(LDT), or two Arc-Disjoint Trees (ADT) can be calculated
to ensure the survivability of the network. Both of these
protection techniques can protect the network from any single
link failure. The former is omitted in this analysis, since it
needs more network resources compared to the latter. A simple
example where the efficiency of ADT method is shown, is
presented in Figure 5. Here, the linkd1 − d2 is utilized by
both the primary tree (arcd1−d2) and the secondary tree (arc
d2 − d1). In the case that this link fails (i.e., both arcs of it
fail), the information can be sent tod1 using the primary tree
(s−d1) and tod2 using the secondary tree (s−d2). Therefore,
although the two trees are just arc- and not link-disjoint, the
network can survive from link failures as well.

s 

d1 d2 

s 

d1 d2 

Graph 

Primary Tree 

s 

d1 d2 

Secondary Tree 

Fig. 5. Example of two arc-disjoint trees.

The general procedure for the calculation of two arc-disjoint
trees is as follows:

1) Calculate the primary light-tree using a multicast routing
algorithm.

2) Remove the arcs of the primary tree from the network
graph.

3) Calculate the secondary tree on the resulting graph using
a multicast routing algorithm.

The selection of the multicast routing algorithm is critical; if
an algorithm that manages to calculate light-trees with less arcs
is utilized, after the calculation of the primary tree the resulting
graph will have more arcs available, and this will increase
the possibility that a secondary tree will be found on this
resulting graph. Therefore, the average blocking probability
and the average cost (in terms of number of arcs for the pair
of primary and secondary trees) will be decreased.

Therefore, combining the ADT technique and the afore-
mentioned existing and proposed multicast routing algo-
rithms, the resulting multicast protection approaches developed
are NMCF-ADT, OTMCF-ADT, MUS-ADT and MSH-ADT.
These are evaluated and compared, in terms of the blocking
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ratio and the average cost of the arriving multicast requests,
in the following section.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

The performance of the aforementioned techniques for
survivable multicast routing in mixed-graph sparse-splitting
networks, was evaluated through simulations. The network
graph was randomly created. It consisted of 40 nodes, 100
bidirectional, and 100 unidirectional connections between net-
work nodes. Let thePercentage of Directionality (PoD) be
defined as the ratio of the unidirectional connections over
the total number of network connections. Therefore, for the
created graph,PoD = 50%. A random cost varying from1 to
200 was assigned to each network connection. Let thenominal
distance(dij

nom) between two nodesi and j be defined as
dij

nom = |i − j|. The constraint that every arc that was added
in the graph had to connect nodes that satisfydij

nom ≤ 6 ∀i, j,
was used for the random graph creation. The reason is that
the graph must simulate a real telecommunications network,
where most of the nodes that are interconnected belong to
the same geographical area. The simulation was repeated for
various possible multicast group sizes, fromD = 2 to D = 20
(D stands for the number of destinations). The experiment
was executed50000 times for every multicast group size to
extract the average cost of the pair of the derived (for every
request) arc-disjoint trees, as well as the blocking ratio (i.e.,
the number of the requests that were not established due to the
fact that a pair of arc-disjoint trees could not be derived, over
the total number of the arriving requests) while the source
and destinations of the multicast requests were distributed
uniformly across the network. The NMCF-ADT, OTMCF-
ADT, MUS-ADT, and MSH-ADT techniques were evaluated
via simulation and compared. Only the results for the MUS-
ADT and MSH-ADT techniques are presented in this paper,
since MUS-ADT was proven to be the best among the existing
techniques, with the others having results that were much
worse (as pointed below).

In this network,5 nodes were selected to be MC; the ones
with the higher degree in the network graph. Clearly, there are
a number of other methods that can be utilized for MC node
placement. This topic is currently being investigated but it is
not addressed here as this work dealt only with the survivable
routing problem assuming that the MC nodes were already
placed.

The results of the simulations are given in Figures 6 and 7. It
is clear that the proposed algorithm outperforms the best of the
existing ones in terms of both the average cost and the blocking
ratio. Specifically, ifBRgain is defined as100×(MUSBR

ADT−
MSHBR

ADT )/MUSBR
ADT , then the averagedBRgain over4−20

destinations (since for3 or less destinations BR= 0 for both
techniques) is equal to29.15%. Similarly, if COSTgain is
defined as100 × (MUSCOST

ADT −MSHCOST
ADT )/MUSCOST

ADT ,
then the averagedCOSTgain over1−20 destinations is equal
to 5.21%. Note also that for the case of multicast routing
utilizing the OTMCF technique, the correspondingBRgain

was found to be91.30% (much worse than the MUS-ADT
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results calculated above), thus it was not presented in the
blocking ratio results of Figure 6.

It must also be stated that simulations were performed for
graphs of differentPoD as well. The result was that as the
PoD increases, the average cost reduction that the proposed
algorithm achieves increases as well, and vice versa. The exact
results are not presented here due to space limitation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the problem of survivable multicast routing in
mixed-graph networks with sparse-splitting capabilities was
investigated. A new heuristic algorithm, called mixed-graph
sparse-splitting arc-disjoint tree heuristic (MSH-ADT), was
presented and compared with other existing survivability tech-
niques. It was shown through simulations that the proposed
algorithm outperforms the most efficient existing approaches,
in terms of average cost and blocking ratio of the arriving
multicast requests.
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Future work includes the study of efficient survivability
techniques in mixed-graph sparse-splitting networks where the
MI nodes are now DaC, since this is a capability that will be
most likely present in future optical networks. A performance
comparison between the two cases of DoC and DaC networks
will also be the subject of future research.
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